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BREXIT RECAP AND SANLAM MANAGED RISK

As many have seen in the news, late last week Britain voted to exit the European Union. “Leave” won 52% to 48% with 
almost 72% voter turnout, the highest UK voter turnout since 1992. 
 
This outcome surprised both Britain and the financial world, as markets leading up to the vote had been betting on the 
opposite result, one in which the Britain citizens would choose to remain in the EU. Markets don’t like surprises, and as a 
result, risk assets globally sold off strongly.

European stocks, as measured by the Euro Stoxx 50, finished down more than 8.6%. The Nikkei was down 7.9%, while the 
S&P 500 and FTSE 100 finished down 3.6% and 3.1% respectively. The British Pound fell 8.5% against the USD to $1.36, its 
largest one-day fall in its history and a 30-year low. There was even political fallout from the vote, as David Cameron 
provided notice he would step down as UK’s Prime Minister. A flight to safety led US Treasury Bills to rally.

Friday’s volatility in markets was directly linked to the uncertainty around the future of the UK and the EU, mainly:

1) How will a British exit (BREXIT) from the EU be completed?
Though the UK referendum was non-binding, it is expected that the UK government will follow though and eventually leave 
the EU. This process can take at least 2 years, if not more. Until then, the UK will continue to abide by EU laws and 
agreements already in place. 

2) What will the UK’s new relationship with Europe look like?
No member of the EU has ever left, so the UK’s decision leaves investors in unchartered territory. Next steps include the UK 
to invoke ‘Article 50’ of the EU Treaty and notify the EU of its intent to leave. This is where the negotiation process really 
begins between the UK and EU. 

3) Who will lead the UK? 
Boris Johnson, the former mayor of London, spearheaded the successful BREXIT campaign. He is also now the leading 
candidate to replace David Cameron. Whoever replaces Cameron, their goals for the UK will play a factor in the country’s 
direction going forward. 

4) Will the UK itself change? 
Scotland's First Minister Nicola Sturgeon spoke Friday following the UK vote and hinted at Scotland having a second vote 
on its independence. Most will remember the ‘Should Scotland be an independent country?’ “No” side, narrow victory in 
September 2014 to remain part of the EU. The UK´s decision to leave the EU adds new strength to Scotland’s potential 
separation from the UK.

5) Does the UK’s “leave” result, lead to other countries deciding to leave the EU as well? 
Large sections of the population in various countries are angry at income inequality and don’t feel their political leaders are 
making decisions with the voter’s best interest at heart. This has lead to more radical actions and outcomes. For the 27 
countries that still remain part of the EU, the question whether this vote is isolated or a sign of things to come is EU’s 
biggest concern.

Suffice it to say, no one really knows what this historic vote means or the impacts it will have. For now, the effects are seen 
to likely be negative on global growth and GDP.

SMR REACTION TO BREXIT

Equities rallied in the days before the vote in anticipation of a “remain” result. While Friday’s market movement was 
significant, it should be noted that some indices, simply reversed the gains they made the week before. The Euro Stoxx 50 
closed less than 1% below its low of June 14th, while the S&P 500 closed just 0.6% below its low from June 16th. Even after 
Friday’s fall, the FTSE was still more than 3.5% ahead of its closing June 14th value!

Leading into Friday, the SMR Fund was 88% exposed to the market. The factors leading into this exposure, was that forecast 
volatility was below the Funds' target, coupled with the recent increase in markets.  

Having said this, hedge trades were executed on Friday as the markets moved and the results of these trades will be further 
detailed in the next few days.
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The Sanlam Managed Risk (SMR) Fund is a systematic solution that does not predict or take discretionary views into 
account. It is a fixed model and mathematical based trading system that leverages Milliman’s risk management experience. 
It is an unemotional investment process that looks at factors such as capital protection and target volatility to decide the 
SMR fund’s net equity exposure to the market on a daily basis. 

Below is a price chart that shows how global stocks moved over the last two weeks. It includes intraday price movements, 
which gives an indication of the market’s volatility. As per the below, in the two weeks prior to the vote, markets initially 
came down then bounced back and ended higher.

While volatility increased 3.4% over the last two weeks, Fund level volatility was 12.7%, which is still lower than the Fund’s 
target volatility objective, resulting in no reduction in exposure. Its yet to be seen how Brexit will affect the market going 
forward but as further data flows into the SMR program, SMR will systematically continue to adjust its equity exposure 
dynamically, reducing the exposure if markets fall and increasing equity exposure if markets rise.

SMR’s aim is to deliver long-term equity returns over a market cycle with materially less volatility and reduced drawdowns 
much like a balanced or mixed-asset fund.

However, unlike balanced or mixed-asset funds, the SMR Fund does not rely on bonds or diversification to help protect its 
equity exposure during significant bull market drawdowns or over a bear market. Instead the SMR Fund uses a progressive 
risk management strategy that is negatively correlated to equities.

This risk management strategy reduced equity exposure during the 2007 - 2009 global financial crises and frequently 
increases equity exposure to as much as 90% during bull market rallies. If Brexit was to lead the markets towards a larger 
crisis, the SMR has a track record from the previous 2007-2009 financial crisis and was able to reduce equity exposure 
significantly during this time. Conversely, during subsequent bull market rallies the solution was able to increase equity 
exposure to as much as 90%.

As a result, the SMR Fund is designed to outperform its balanced peer groups over a bear market, over a bull market and 
over a full market cycle.

The effect of shocks such as BREXIT often last for more than just one day. Its actual impact will only play out over the 
coming years. What is key to note is that BREXIT is a political crisis, not an economic or financial one. The ultimate impacts 
of BREXIT will hinge on how politicians work together and set a positive tone and provide guidance as to what a 
post-BREXIT world will look like. Either way, no matter how markets react, equity risk management techniques such as SMR 
give clients the confidence to stay invested for the long term. 

By: David Itzkovits - Head of Investments, Sanlam Global Investment Solutions 
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This document represents an assessment of the market environment at a specific point in time and is not intended to be relied upon as a 
forecast, research or investment advice, and is not a recommendation, offer or solicitation to buy or sell any securities or to adopt any 
investment strategy.




